Fruitvale
Fruitvale School, New Lynn
Full Day 07:00 a.m.-06:00 p.m. $60.00
Trip Day 07:00 a.m.-06:00 p.m. $70.00
Short Day 08:30 a.m.-03:00 p.m. $42.00
Half Day - AM 07:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. $37.00
Half Day - PM 12:30 p.m.-06:00 p.m. $37.00

New Years

Up, up and away!

TRIP: Auckland Zoo

Flower Power

Science Day
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Thu
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Jan

Jan

Join our new year celebration with
our own countdown and etch
colourful fireworks into the night
sky.

Fly high into the sky! We test
anything that can move through the
air, make a mini parachute and
watch your stick person drop!

Come join us at the ZOO! We’ll be
meeting new friends, and learning
about their lifestyles! Please wear
closed shoes.

We go back in time to the 60s! We
bring back fun bright colours with
Tie Dye, groovy Flower Stamps and
we end the day baking!

Test your senses with sherbet,
create giant bubbles and we see
what happens when you mix acid
and alkaline!

Construction

Ninja Turtles

TRIP: Laser Arena

Crazy Circus Day

Ancient Egypt
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Today, we become Builders and
Engineers! Design a Lego bridge
and be creative building the tallest
buildings!

We turn into Mutant turtles with
Ninja Turtle Ooze, hide your alter
ego with masks and then de-stress
with Ninja Stress Balls!

Pew Pew Pew! Come join us for
laser tag! Challenge your friends
and dodge lasers! Please wear
closed shoes.

Hey Crazy sKids, its your time to be
goofy and have fun! We'll learn
circus poses, get our faces painted,
and do circus crafts!

Read and write Hieroglyphics on
your DIY Papyrus Paper and build
your own Marshmallow Pyramid!

Splash Day

TRIP: Croods 2

Roald Dahl

Paint and Create

TRIP: sKids INFLATABLE
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We dive into the water making
Rainbow Fish, later we get outside
and have fun getting wet! Bring a
change of clothes and togs.

Prehistoric family The Croods,
challenged by a rival family the
Bettermans, who claim to be better
and more evolved.

We make a Giant Peach like James
grew! Collect your dreams like the
BFG and enjoy some chocolate
dipped fruit!

We bounce, jump and bounce some
more! Who can bounce the highest?
Compete with your friends!

Painting isn’t just putting colours on
paper, we get creative and
experiment painting with salt,
bubbles and fizzing paint!

Camping

Fear Factor

Glow Day

Harry Potter Day
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Sorry we're closed for Auckland
Anniversary Day. See you
tomorrow!

It’s all about teamwork, help us
build a sustainable tent, we go
fishing for DIY fish and then we
use leaves to make art!

We conquer our fears and put it to
the test! We explore our courage
and test our sense of hearing,
touching, tasting and smelling!

See our faces light up with face
paining, create glowing fireflies
and make a wish in glowing jars.
Watch them come to life at night!

Join us on the Hogwarts Express!
The Sorting Hat decides your
destiny, use your wand to make
spells and potions!

Please remember to bring your MORNING TEA, LUNCH, DRINK BOTTLE, and a HAT every day!
Please see www.skids.co.nz/terms_conditions for our Holiday Programme Terms and Conditions.
For more details, contact 0800 274 172 or email fruitvale@skids.co.nz

